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No.
SX1
SX2
SX3
SX4
SX5
SX6
SX7
SX8
SX9
SX10
SX1M
SX2M
SX3M

BRIDGE
Durford Bridge
Fittleworth Bridge
Habin Bridge
Iping Bridge
Linfold Bridge
Stedham Bridge
Stopham Bridge
Trotton Bridge
Wisborough Green Bridge
Woolbeding Bridge
Groombridge Place Bridges (3)
Herstmonceux Castle Bridge
Michelham Priory Moat Bridge

OS Location
SU 783 233
TQ 010 183
SU 808 229
SU 853 229
TQ 024 259
SU 862 226
TQ 030 184
SU 837 224
TQ 068 260
SU 873 220
TQ 532 376
TQ 647 104
TQ 558 094

BUILD DATE
15th C
16th C
15/16th C
16/17th C
17th C
17th C
1422
15th C
15th C
15th C
17th C
17th C
16th C

Information sheets are provided for the bridges listed.
Hertfordshire and Berkshire are included in this grouping, but no pre-1700 bridges still stand. Many are marked
on Saxton’s 1575 map but none have survived probably because most of them were wooden, (see note on
survival rates at the end of this set of information sheets).
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SX1. Durford Bridge carries a minor road,
north–south across the River Rother, about
1½km east of Petersfield. Alongside is a
photograph taken from downstream (the east)
which shows the 3 broad square ribs, flush with
the face in the case of the eastern-most,
supporting one of the semi- circular arches; all
4 arches span c3.5m and have this form and
three ribs, and other features worth noting are
the undecorated single arch ring, and the
stonework which is partly ashlar, and part
rubble. Jervoise gives the roadway width as
3.6m.

The

lower photograph shows the

upstream face of the bridge, and it is clear that
the three arches differ in detail from each other
and from the downstream aspect. The nearest
ribs are set back from the face under the two central arches giving the appearance of double arch rings; those on
the southern arch are chamfered and rough cut, while those to the north are dressed and squared. The outside
arch in view has a single arch ring slightly recessed. The cutwaters are triangular, and capped off below the
parapets on each face. There is much greater roughness of the finish and irregularity of the rubble on the upstream
face. Jervoise suggests that the bridge dates to the 15th century, and although the differences between arches and
faces imply some rebuilding since then, I concur. Access is better downstream than upstream with heavy
vegetation a problem.
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SX2. Fittleworth Bridge carries the B2138
over the River Rother, just to the south of the
village of the same name, and 11½km north of
Arundel. There are actually 2 bridges, the one
to the north crossing a mill stream, was built in
the early 19th century, so requires no further
attention here. The main river bridge to the
south is thought to have been built in the 16th
century, but then greatly altered in the early 18th
century. The fabric is ashlar throughout, save
that the soffits of all three arches appear to
have been coated with cement at some time in
the middle years of the 20th century, as shown
in the photograph alongside. Of the three
arches, the outer two are pointed, (that to the
south spans 5.2m), and furnished with double flush arch rings, as shown below, while the central arch, rebuilt in
1791 is segmental and stilted with a single arch ring. There are cutwaters between the arches which rise to
pilasters cut off at parapet level, while at the outside of the arches on the east (downstream) face, are two pseudo
cutwaters which rise to small refuges, all presumably dating to the 18th century. The width of the carriageway is
3.6m. The bridge is easily viewed from the east from which direction the photographs were taken, but is inaccessible
to the west. The general appearance owes most to the 18th century alterations but the pointed outer arches are
evidence for its original 16th century build-date, a thesis backed by its appearance on maps dating to c1600..
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SX3. Habin Bridge which crosses the River
Rother lies on a minor road, just south of a
village called Rogate, 6km east of Petersfield. It
is of four arches which are semi-circular and
span c4.2m. The two southernmost, to the right
on the upper photograph taken from upstream,
have double chamfered arch rings in two
orders, but the northernmost have key-stones
and probably owe much to an 18th century
rebuild. There are cut-waters upstream, as
shown in the upper photograph, triangular in plan, but capped below the parapets. Downstream, the arches are
separated by squared buttresses as shown in the lower photograph. The fabric is coursed rubble and ashlar. The
carriageway width is 3.6m, and the bridge has not been widened. The southern arches rest on 3 ribs. Habin Bridge
is usually assigned to the 16th century, though I would place it a century earlier. It may be marked on maps of c1600,
though not by its present name. Access is reasonable in allowing general viewing of each face, but there is much
vegetation in the way, and the curious rails downstream do not enhance the spectacle.
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SX4. Iping Bridge carries a minor road over the River Rother, to the north-west of Midhurst, perhaps 1km
upstream of Stedham. According to various authorities the bridge is built of coursed stone rubble and comprises
five arches, each segmental, and with ribs, probably three in number. Access at river-bank level was not
possible, so it is hard to confirm all these statements. The photograph, obtained from the internet and taken
from downstream, has limitations but shows that the arches vary in design and are not evenly spaced. There is
a large buttress between two on the left (south). The others are separated by triangular cutwaters, capped below
the parapets, a configuration similar to the four upstream cutwaters. Jervoise states that the road is 3.6m wide.
The Listing assigns the bridge to the 17th century, but the variations in arch design do not suggest a single builddate, while the presence of ribs, apparently squared rather than chamfered, is anachronistic unless the aim was
consistency with at least one arch, a century and a half older. Flush single arch rings are mixed with double
arrangements in two orders. However, the parapets are obviously a recent addition. My own sighting was too
restricted to let me oppose the Listing strongly but I shall class the bridge as 16/17 th C.
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SX5. Linfold Bridge carries an unclassified road over the River Kird, a tributary of the River Arun, immediately
west of Wisborough Green, which is 3½km west of Billingshurst. It has two near semi-circular arches, which
may span c3m with slightly damaged single flush arch rings, separated by a narrow pier carrying small cutwaters.
The fabric is coursed rubble, and the voussoirs are roughly cut. A significant portion of the parapets has been
rebuilt, and the tie bars deemed necessary are prominent. The Listing estimates the build-date as 17th century,
and I can go along with that while suggesting the later years as likely. Access was a bit limited with only the
downstream face easily seen, and I can only make an estimate of the width as a little over 3m.
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SX6. Stedham Bridge carries a minor road north-west across the River Rother, out of the village of the same
name, which is about 3km north-west of Midhurst. The bridge is thought to date in part from the 17th century and
is made up of 6 low segmental arches, three of which are stone, the others brick. The upper photograph shows
an upstream view, and attention can be drawn to the flush double arch rings and the capped triangular
cutwaters. The carriageway is just less than 4m wide. On the downstream face there are buttresses rather than
cutwaters, as shown in the old photograph below; the great increase in vegetation in the past 80 years is also
made clear by the contrast between the photographs. Access upstream is easy, but an impression of the
downstream aspect can only be gained from road level.
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SX7. Stopham Bridge carried the A283 over the River Arun, above the junction with the River Rother, until a
new bypass bridge was completed in 1986. Although wooden bridges occupied the site in the 14th century, it is
thought that the first stone bridge was constructed in 1422; it is reasonable to follow those who consider it to be
the bridge we see now; it appears on maps of c1600. However, one arch was destroyed during the Civil War,
and replaced by a drawbridge for a time, and in 1821 the centre arch, which spans 3.9m, was raised to provide
more clearance for vessels using the Arun Navigation connected to the Wey and Arun Canal. The bridge now has
this high stilted segmental arch in the middle with 3 lower, semi-circular arches on each side; the largest spans
3.5m. The fabric is mainly squared ironstone blocks, though the 1821 modifications to the central arch included
brick, and there are signs of ashlar courses added above the arches near the centre to give a smooth rise on
each side of the new central highpoint of the carriageway, which is only 3.6m wide. The cutwaters rise to give
refuges, upstream and downstream, though the latter are half-hexagonal, as shown in the upper photograph.
The lower photograph is an upstream view. Access is reasonably easy all round.
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SX8. Trotton Bridge carries the A272, which
connects Midhurst and Petersfield, over the
River Rother, about 4½km to the west of the
former. It is the only one of the series of old
bridges crossing the river which is still part of a
major route, and traffic lights now control oneway passage. It would become most observers’
idea of the finest Rother bridge, if they could
obtain any sort of view; unfortunately access is
very poor at riverbank level, and I have not been
able to take a useful photograph myself. The
bridge is built of evenly coursed rubble trending
towards ashlar, and comprises 5 rounded
arches which are close to semi-circular; the central three spanning 5m each are seen in the photograph below.
Each rests on 5 chamfered ribs, and there are chamfered single arch rings. The large triangular cutwaters are
stepped as can be seen in the photograph above, and it is suggested that they once extended upwards to refuges,
but that these were removed when the parapets were rebuilt in finer, coursed rubble. The carriageway width of
4.5m is as built. The bridge is confidently dated to the very early years of the 15th century, when it was built at the
instigation of a Lord Camois who fought at the Battle of Agincourt, though it is uncertain if it appears on the maps
of c1600.
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SX9. Wisborough Green Bridge crosses the
River Arun on the A272, to the east of
Wisborough Green, and west of and nearer to
Billingshurst. At first sight the bridge is fairly
nondescript, comprising 3 segmental stilted
arches, spanning c3.3m, built of brick, with
rounded cutwaters and flush arch rings, as
viewed from downstream in the photograph
below. However, protruding below the centre
portions of the soffits, as shown alongside, are
steeper stone arches, so that it is clear that an
original stone bridge has been widened by
adding

brick

extensions

to

each

face.

According to the Listing one of the original
arches is pointed, while the others, which may
have been rebuilt c1700, are rounded. The rubble soffits of the original bridge which may have had chamfered
arch rings are rough. It looks as though the bridge width was almost doubled in 1839, perhaps from just over 3m
to 5.5m, but accurate measurement was not possible. As to date of origin, the surviving pointed arch suggests
c1500 as stated by the Listing, and it is thought that the bridge appears as New Bridge on maps of c1600. Access
is fairly good upstream and downstream, though care needs to be taken on a busy road.
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SX10. Woolbeding Bridge carries a minor
road over the River Rother, just to the northwest of Midhurst. The bridge has 4 arches,
each segmental and resting on 3 chamfered
ribs as shown in the photograph alongside. The
arches have single chamfered arch rings. The
masonry is of coursed rubble, but the parapets
have been rebuilt relatively recently using
smaller grade, more uniform stone, trending in
places towards ashlar. As can be seen in the
photograph below, taken from upstream there
are triangular cutwaters between the arches,
which are capped at the base of the parapets.
The bridge is 21m long, and allowing for 3 quite
broad piers the arches must span c4.1m, and it
is 3.2m wide between the parapets. It is
normally assigned to the 15th century, along
with others on the river, a dating supported by
the ribs and arch rings. The bridge has
distorted

a

little.

Access

upstream

is

reasonable but the bridge cannot be viewed
from downstream.
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SX1M. Groombridge Place Bridges cross the
moat surrounding a 17th century mansion which
is 6km south-west of Royal Tunbridge Wells.
There are 3 bridges, all thought to have been
built at the same time as the moated house, i.e.
c1660. The west bridge leads to the main
entrance, and comprises a single segmental
arch; the fabric of the lower part is red brick with
dressed sandstone voussoirs in single flush
arch rings, but the parapets are sandstone
ashlar. The bridge carries a road c3m wide. It is
shown in the upper photograph which suffers
from a low evening sun. The north bridge is a
red brick bridge with 3 uneven arches, shown
in the lower photograph. A red brick cottage is
built on a platform extending east from the inner
(southern) 2 arches. The outer segmental arch
is the widest, and has double flush arch rings.
The other 2 arches are low channels with
slightly pointed roofs, and single flush arch
rings. The centre arch is marginally the
smallest and is blind, i.e. it appears only on the
west side. The east bridge is of sandstone
ashlar with a single elliptical arch. The north
bridge is just less than 2.5m wide, and the east
bridge is 3m wide, both measured between the parapets.
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SX2M. Herstmonceux Castle Bridge crosses the moat at the main entrance to the said castle, which is 6km
east of Hailsham. The castle estate was home to the Royal Observatory between 1957 and1988, and there
remain many telescopes on view, while the castle itself is now used as a study centre by Queens University of
Canada. The castle dates to the first half of the 15th century and is one of the older substantial brick buildings in
England. The bridge over the southern arm of the moat surrounding the castle comprises 7 main arches, the
central one of which is segmental while the outer 6 (3 at each end) are semi-circular and slightly stilted; there is
also a subsidiary arch intersecting the banks of the moat beside the castle. The fabric is predominantly red brick,
but the parapets are made of coursed rubble with shaped coping stones above. There are heavy rib-like
structures beneath all the arches at both faces, and the central arch has triple flush arch rings, though the others
have single arch rings. Structures like cutwaters rising to refuges enclose the central arch, and much smaller
capped versions are on the other piers. The central arch spans 5.8m, while the others span c3.4m; the roadway
is 3m wide. It is thought that the 3 full arches nearest the castle (to the north) date from the 17th century, but that
the central arch, and those south of it, are the result of a rebuild in the early 20th century, though the existing
configuration has been followed reasonably closely to ensure overall coherence.
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SX3M. Michelham Priory Bridge is at the
entrance to the said priory which is on the left
bank of the River Cuckney, 3km west of the
small Sussex town of Hailsham. A moat
around the priory buildings was created as a
loop of the River Cuckney, and access is by
way of a bridge over that river, and then
through a 15th century gatehouse at the northwest of the site. Initially there was a wooden
drawbridge at the entrance to the gatehouse,
but according to the guide book and other
sources, it was replaced by a stone bridge with
a deep segmental arch in the 16th century, and
this bridge still stands. As can be seen in the
photograph culled from the internet, the
causeway and the bridge are rubble-built; the
arch has a single flush arch ring and there are
no decorative features.
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HA1
HA2
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BRIDGE
Fordingbridge Old Bridge
Hyde Abbey Bridges
New Alresford Bridge
Redbridge Bridge
Stony Bridge
Carisbrooke Castle Bridge

OS Location
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BUILD DATE
1286
15th C?
12/13th C
17th C
14/15th C
15th C
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HA1. Fordingbridge Old Bridge in the village
from which its name comes, is on the edge of
the New Forest approximately half- way
between Salisbury and Christchurch. The old
bridge carries the A 338 across the River Avon.
There is evidence of a bridge existing in 1286,
and afterwards, including its appearance on
maps of c1600, which suggests that what we
can now see may well be that bridge. It was
widened on both faces in 1841 by the method
shown in the photograph alongside, namely by
building extensions supported by the cutwaters
with pointed arches of larger aperture than the
originals. This allows the original 7 pointed arches to be seen, at least from downstream, with their double,
chamfered arch rings and coursed rubble soffits without ribs. Following the widening operation, which added 0.9m
in total, both faces of the ’19th century structure’ were refurbished in 1901, and in 1960 a walkway with metal
railings was corbelled out on the upstream face. As there is no publicly accessible viewing point from which this
aspect of the bridge can be seen, this measure has not had the visual impact that might have been feared. The
photograph below shows the downstream aspect of six of the seven arches. The bridge is said to be 40m long
which, divided between 7 arches and 6 broad piers, might imply that the former originally spanned c3.5m, and an
estimate that the current width is c4.8m would suggest that the original width was c3.8m. This must have been one
of the most impressive bridges surviving from the 13th century in the early 19th century, and though enough can
still be seen to allow an idea of what it looked like, it has not been well treated in the past two centuries; I particularly
dislike the chamfered arch rings on the Victorian extensions which are unfortunate pastiches.
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HA2. Hyde Abbey Bridges The scant remains
of Hyde Abbey, the possible burial place of
King Alfred the Great, and his son King Edward
the Elder, are just to the north of the medieval
walls of Winchester beside a road called King
Alfred Place. The abbey precinct comprised a
forecourt, giving access by a gatehouse which
still stands, to an inner court to the south, while
to the east, there is a monastic court, across a
mill stream, the source of water for the abbey.
Three bridges connecting the inner and
monastic courts survive, though they are in
poor condition, and badly overgrown as can be
seen in the photographs. The one, which is
furthest north, shown in the top photograph, is
now continued northwards by a modern culvert,
so only the upstream face is visible. As can be
seen the arch is low and segmental, but the
arch ring has been badly damaged; the fabric
is rubble, as is that of the original wall beside
the stream. The middle photograph shows the
little that can be seen of the upstream face of
the southernmost bridge; its fabric is ashlar,
and the arch may be semi- circular. The lowest
photograph shows the downstream face of the
middle bridge, which was probably the main
and ceremonial route into the precinct; it is
called Abbots Bridge by some. The upstream
face, which is more obscured, has rough rather
than dressed voussoirs, but otherwise the arch
is of the same triangular shape, and the fabric,
mainly flint. This and the southern bridge are
both about 3m wide. None of these bridges is
likely to date to the founding of the abbey in the
12th century, but one or more may predate the
Dissolution, so a late 15th century date is
plausible. Access is very good, but the absence
of care is very disappointing. Since my visit, I
have been confused by a reference in a book
on Hampshire Bridges to a bridge incorporating
a section dating to 1250, inaccessible in a private garden, a short distance to the south west of those considered.
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HA3. New Alresford Bridge is on the north side
of New Alresford, a few miles east of
Winchester. It carries a road, called The Soke
which becomes the B3046 and leads to Old
Alresford, over the small River Alre. The bridge
was built as part of the scheme instituted by
Godfrey de Lucy, Bishop of Winchester to
make the River Itchen navigable from its source
at Bramdean to Winchester and Southampton.
Alresford Pond acted as a reservoir, in which
the water of several local streams was collected
to be channelled through the River Alre to the
River Itchen. Alresford Bridge was constructed
in c1190, though it is possible that a first
version was of wood, and that the bridge visible
now dates to the 13th century. It comprises a
single

pointed

arch

with

dressed

stone

voussoirs, which remains visible on the
downstream (north- west) face; there are three
arch rings, with the lower two chamfered and in
two orders. Underneath the arch, at water level,
are rectangular recesses, which may have
supported a timber framework during the
construction of the bridge. The arch is flanked
by two stepped stone buttresses, of which the
easternmost is

encased

within the wall

supporting a neighbouring patio. The medieval bridge, which is approximately 3m wide, and spans slightly more
than 2m, was modified and extended in at least two stages. The bridge was widened on the upstream (south-east)
side with a 3m wide brick arch at an unknown date before 1870; during the 17th century a brick parapet was added
on the downstream face, topped by copings, which are possibly the original reused 12 th century stones. The
upstream face of the bridge was further modified in 1881, when a red brick arch and parapet were added.
Unfortunately, this iconic bridge, one of the oldest survivals in England can be crossed but not viewed, except
from private property, a fact I confirmed fairly recently during a frustrating half hour, so the photograph used had
to be taken from the internet. Given that the local authority trumpets the existence of the bridge, it would surely be
worth their while to consider whether they could position a mirror to allow visitors looking over the parapet to see
what the fuss is about. Since I wrote these words, I believe that a few open days have been organised during
which there is access to view the bridge, but my proposal still seems sensible.
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HA4. Redbridge Bridge lies just north of a newer bridge which carries the A35 westwards out of Southampton
over the River Test. The bridge has 5 low segmental arches separated by broad piers. The spans are unequal
with the largest, c6.8m, with the adjacent piers of breadth 3.8m; the total bridge length is 46m. The bridge has
4 refuges above the massive cutwaters downstream, but none upstream, and this is an indication that the
present carriageway width of 5.2m was the result of a widening operation on that face. Views of the soffits do
not clearly show the extent of the widening, but it may be suggestive that the in-line 18th century bridge to the
west is 4.3m wide, but much shorter; perhaps the extension was of the order of 1m only. The fabric is ashlar,
and on the original face there are double flush arch rings. Jervoise traces bridges on this site back to early
medieval times, but the consensus seems to be that the present bridge dates to the 17th century, except for one
arch which may survive from earlier, and according to McFettrich, is ribbed. Overall, the bridge looks older, and
from its general appearance I would have imagined that a 15 th century build date was possible but I will stick
with the consensus. Access is good to view the original face from downstream.
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HA5. Stony Bridge is also known as Anjou Bridge for reasons to which I shall return; the bridge carries a minor
road over the River Meon, about 100m east of the entrance to Titchfield Abbey. It comprises two low arches,
both in my view slightly pointed, although this is disputed by some of the normal sources. The most notable
features are the deeply chamfered, single arch rings made of dressed stone, the fabric is rubble otherwise. The
width between the parapets is c3.5m, and the arches span 2.7m each. There is a small pedestrian refuge at the
upstream face; the view below was obtained from downstream. The high water level may be normal as the only
other photograph I have found shows something similar. Its history is somewhat confused, though the
scheduling document suggests an original 14th century bridge built by monks from the adjacent abbey, with
stone piers and wooden ‘parapets’, surely rails. However this source suggests it had been rebuilt by the time of
the wedding of Margaret of Anjou and Henry VI in 1445, with which event it is locally associated. In truth, the
features visible in the lower structure, i.e., chamfered arch rings and pointed arch shape are compatible with
either dating; if it survived until Lelands visit in 1542, the wooden rails might have led him to describe it as a
wooden bridge. The other date assigned to it, 1625, seems too late and must refer to a repair. The bridge can
be viewed from downstream, but parking nearby was a problem, and my car would have been towed away, as
part of a local farmer’s money-making enterprise, had I been a few minutes later in returning to it, a most
unpleasant individual.
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HA1M. Carisbrooke Castle Moat Bridge
gives access over what is now a dry moat, from
the west into the said castle, which is west of
Newport, Isle of Wight. The site has a very long
history of military occupation by the Romans,
Saxons,

and

Normans,

with

the

latter

responsible for the shell keep which now
dominates. Later, Elizabethan fortifications
were constructed, and during the Civil War,
King Charles I was imprisoned in 1648, failed
in an escape attempt, and went from there to
London, trial, and execution. The castle is now
a ruin, but the moat bridge attributed to the 15th
century, and shown in the copy of a painting by Edward Dowden obtained from the internet survives intact.
Although the artist seems more interested in the sheep than the bridge and there are many photographs on the
internet, the great majority are taken from the trackway so show little of the bridge configuration, and others are
unusable. The bridge has two semi-circular stilted arches which may span c3m, separated by a relatively narrow
pier. The fabric is brick throughout, including single arch rings of shaped, narrow brick voussoirs. The carriageway
is c2.8 m wide enclosed by coped parapets, c1.5m high. I have not visited this bridge.
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Notes on Bridge Survival Rates
Moving south through England, I have been able to rely so far, almost exclusively on Christopher Saxton’s maps
of the 1570s to form a view of how many bridges stood when he did his surveys. For some reason, this is not true
of the counties around London, and in this context, Sussex must be counted with them. Accordingly, I have lent
more on John Speed’s maps of 1610. Of course, the Speed maps were produced 30 years later, but in the overall
scheme of things that is unlikely to be very significant, but it should be kept in mind. I have counted 28 bridges in
Sussex on Speed’s map of 1610. Of them, I estimate that 5 still stand at least in part, and are in the compendium,
a 18% survival rate. For Hampshire, I have reverted to Saxton’s map of 1575, on which 33 bridges are marked,
but only 2, survive, a 7% survival rate. On the Isle of Wight, Saxton identifies 4 bridges, none of which survive,
obviously 0%. As mentioned earlier, Hertfordshire and Berkshire were included in this group of counties, but no
pre-1700 bridges stand in either county. Saxton identified 27 bridges in Hertfordshire, and 14 in Berkshire which
stood in the 1570s, but all have vanished, many of course were wooden.
Otherwise, my compendium contains 7 standing bridges built before 1600 in Sussex, including 5 survivors from
those identified by Speed, and an additional 2 (excluding moat bridges). For Hampshire, I include 4 pre-1600
bridges, which still stand, and 2 were not identified on Saxton’s map. On the Isle of Wight only a single moat bridge
is in my compendium as dating from before 1600, and it was not of course identified by Saxton.
I think the numbers presented here are less robust than those from further north, coming from more than 1 source,
but they are adequate to be considered alongside the others in drawing general conclusions.
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